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Lingo in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick ReferenceO'Reilly, 1998
Once again, O'Reilly scores big with a comprehensive treatment of a programming language that doesn't spend much time teaching the fundamentals. Lingo in a Nutshell sets a benchmark for Lingo documentation that no other book or online resource meets.
 Lingo in a Nutshell has to do with behind-the-scenes aspects of Lingo,...
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Manage IT!: Organizing IT Demand and IT SupplySpringer, 2005
"This book discusses IT supply and demand, analyzing functional requirements and operational processes, using methods such as those defined in the IT infrastructure library (ITIL).  This book will be useful for understanding the key concepts behind modern service-oriented IT organizations.  In a nutshell, this is a good book and a good...
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Windows XP in a Nutshell, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2005
Windows XP in a Nutshell, Second  Edition documents everything there is to know about the world's most widely used  operating system. Updated to include information on the security technologies  featured in Service Pack 2 (SP2), this must-have desktop reference is dedicated  to making your time at...
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HTML: The Definitive Guide (Nutshell Handbooks)O'Reilly, 1997

	
		Netscape Navigator 4.0! Internet Explorer 4.0! HTML 3.2! JavaScript! Style sheets! Layers! HTML is changing so fast it's almost impossible to keep up with developments. How do you know what's real, and how do you use it? This book brings it all together for you. HTML: The Definitive Guide is the most comprehensive book...
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C# 3.0 in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick ReferenceO'Reilly, 2007
This is a concise yet thorough reference to C# 3.0 programming as implemented in Microsoft's Visual Studio 2008. C# 3.0 in a Nutshell gets right to the point, covering the essentials of language syntax and usage as well as the parts of the .NET base class libraries you need to build working applications. But unlike earlier editions, this book is...
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Windows 2000 Administration in a Nutshell : A Desktop Quick ReferenceO'Reilly, 2001
Anyone who installs Windows 2000, creates a user, or adds a printer is a 2000 system administrator. This book covers all the important day-to-day administrative tasks, and the tools for performing each task are included in a handy easy-to-look-up alphabetical reference. What's the same and what's different between the Windows 2000 and Windows NT...
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C in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2005
Learning a language--any language--involves a process wherein you learn to rely less and less on instruction and more increasingly on the aspects of the language you've mastered. Whether you're learning French, Java, or C, at some point you'll set aside the tutorial and attempt to converse on your own. It's not necessary to know...
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Windows 2000 Commands Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2001
This desktop reference documents Windows 2000 command mode. It is designed for system administrators, but will also prove beneficial to many other types of users. It includes most available Windows 2000 commands, as well as the most useful system administration command-line utilities from the Resource Kit (space permitting). Resource Kit commands...
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Unix in a Nutshell, Fourth EditionO'Reilly, 2005
As an open operating system, Unix can be improved on by  anyone and everyone: individuals, companies, universities,  and more. As a result, the very nature of Unix has been  altered over the years by numerous extensions formulated in  an assortment of versions. Today, Unix encompasses  everything from Sun's Solaris to Apple's Mac...
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Practical C Programming, 3rd EditionO'Reilly, 1997
This book is devoted to practical C programming. C is currently the premier language for software developers. That's because it's widely distributed and standard. Newer languages are available, such as C++, but these are still evolving. C is still the language of choice for robust, portable programming.

This book emphasizes the skills...
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Ruby In A NutshellO'Reilly, 2001
Ruby in a Nutshell is a practical reference covering everything from Ruby syntax to the specifications of its standard class libraries. With portability and convenience in mind, I have arranged it into a concise tool that provides just the information you need while programming. Although this book is based on Ruby 1.6.5, its contents should remain...
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Pro SQL Server 2005 Database Design and OptimizationApress, 2006
Pro SQL Server 2005 Database Design and Optimization will teach you effective strategies for designing proper databases. It covers everything from how to gather business requirements to logical data modeling and normalization. It then shows you how to implement your design on SQL Server 2005.

The authors also describe how to...
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